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ALWAYS NEW INSIGHTS,
& NOW A NEW NAME

ALLEVIATING
Logistical Issues

Terry Herzig

Dakota Agronomy Partners
General Manager

One focus frequently on my mind

is positioning Dakota Agronomy Partners for continued
success, not only for the business, but also for the
producers we serve. Our goal is to be here for the longterm support for all of your production needs. As these
needs change and grow, we aspire to be here to fulfill the
expectations that our patrons depend on us to provide.

“

We take pride in providing the
knowledge and advice that
gives our growers the best
chance for success.
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“

As most of you are aware, today’s logistical issues are very
challenging, in particular, to the railroads that serve us.
Not only is it a struggle for the elevator system to receive
cars to ship your grain, but it has become increasingly
more challenging to receive crop nutrients in a timely
manner. The hub plant in Minot is a great asset to have as
we can hold a substantial amount of product on the front

side of a season. We still need to rely on timely shipments
throughout the growing season to keep the plant
replenished for all your needs.
One way that would guarantee some supply of product for
you when you need it the most is a bin for on-farm storage
that we could fill prior to spring. I would urge you to
consider this as a viable solution for your operation as I do
not see the issues at hand getting better any time in the near
future. We are also looking at ways to enhance our storage
capacities within our outlying locations and will continue to
do the necessary updates to be your preferred supplier.
As your production needs change and grow, we will
continue to meet and exceed your expectations. Our team
strives to provide you with the best products and support in
a timely, effective manner. We take pride in providing the
knowledge and advice that gives our growers the best
chance for success. We thank you for your continued
support this season and look forward to serving you well
into the future.

Brad Haugeberg

As you are probably all aware,
your producer board has voted to evolve our name to
CHS SunPrairie, with implementation beginning this past
spring and wrapping up this month. We decided to adopt
the CHS SunPrairie name to demonstrate our pride in
being a part of the nation’s leading agricultural cooperative,
CHS. The decision to adopt a new name was a carefully
considered decision involving our management team and
producer board members.

CHS SunPrairie
General Manager

products, and exceptional service you have come to
expect from us.
You may have noticed the new logo, like our one displayed
below. It is shown on assets in our local communities, from
rolling stock to building signs. We also launched our new
website www.chssunprairie.com in June.

Using the CHS SunPrairie name is also a reminder that we
bring a depth of Fortune 100 resources, international
connections, and expanded opportunities to our
communities, and that we are 100% focused on you, our
owners’ success. When you work with us, you are part of
something bigger, accomplishing more.
You may be wondering, are there any changes in
ownership, producer board responsibilities, or personnel
associated with our name change? The answer is no. We
will continue to provide the local expertise, quality

The CHS brand is recognized across the world for the
value it delivers to our members and customers. If you
have questions regarding this change, please contact me
or our producer board. We look forward to continuing
to do business with you in the future.
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Tony Bernhardt

Unfolding

Enerbase
General Manager

Greetings

from the Enerbase

Cooperative Resources Management and Staff! It’s hard
to believe that we’re already past the first seven months
of the year! Several decisions have been made to cultivate
plans moving forward from board planning sessions,
employee staff meetings, as well as budget and asset
approvals for 2014. Enerbase Cooperative Resources has
spent countless hours discussing future plans in moving
your business forward.
First and foremost, Enerbase Cooperative Resources
continues to work out a plan to move from our downtown
location. The board and management have been highly
involved in developing a strategy to accomplish this task
and continue to put the pieces together for the future.
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This does not come easily as there are setbacks that
occur. Enerbase Cooperative Resources has only one
building left out of four to contend with; which is the
main downtown building not being sold, as of yet.
We’ve been very close with the sale of the building;
however we have fallen short of closing the deal due
to buyer obstacles that were not overcome. We will
continue to move forward with planning for the
future of Enerbase Cooperative Resources. I’ll
mention a few items that are already in motion for
this year.
As most of you are aware, a new convenience store
and travel plaza has been under construction and will
be open for business later this summer. The store is

located at 4750 Highway 83 North, in Minot. You
will read more about this store as there is another
article in the magazine that will include more details.
You will also see improvements at our other convenience
store locations. These improvements include new cooler
doors and lighting along with newly updated canopy
lights at most locations. Our Ryder location will receive
an update as well on the bulk plant and petroleum
dispensers as the year unfolds.

“

I sincerely would like to take
this time to thank you for your
business and look forward to
a bright Enerbase future!

“

Enerbase Cooperative Resources continues to expand
the assets south of Lake Sakakawea with a presence in
agronomy assets at Falkirk, Underwood, Washburn,
and Hazen. In Hazen a new 60,000-gallon NH3 tank
was put into service this spring, and plans are underway
for a new fertilizer hopper bin system, including a crop

protection product building as well as an office. With
having purchased 35 acres of property in Hazen, and after
the legalities were accomplished between the city, county,
and state requirements, Enerbase Cooperative Resources is
proud to be a part of this community.
We installed new NH3 meters in Falkirk as well,
allowing the customer to have the same service in all
four locations for NH3 tank filling. Washburn’s
soybean facility was at capacity this past spring and has
performed well! Another building was purchased for
agronomy sales in Washburn, as well as more rolling
stock equipment to continue to grow our agronomy
business. We replaced the bulk petroleum truck in
Washburn as sales grew, thanks to the staff in Washburn
and the customers in the surrounding areas.
As you can see, Enerbase Cooperative Resources continues
to improve on the assets of the company as needed for
the growth of its business and for future expansion.
I sincerely would like to take this time to thank you
for your business and look forward to a bright
Enerbase future!
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IMPROVING
STORAGE
CAPACITY
Cameron Erickson
Souris River Cooperative
General Manager

At

the time of this writing, our

Souris River Cooperative annual meeting will be two
days away. We will post a respectable local net income of
$1,110,555. Net earnings after dividends will add $546,977,
for a total of $1,657,532. This seems like a win considering
the heavy preventive plant year and the absolutely
horrible performance by the Canadian Pacific Railroad.
Ironically, the annual meeting is not at the top of my
worry list. The Canadian Pacific will unveil yet another
attempt at a grain car allocation program. I can’t wait to
see this one. We are currently 940 cars behind as of this
writing. Let’s face it; we simply cannot haul oil, grain,
and other products with the current infrastructure in
place. We are in desperate need of a railroad that will
live for tomorrow and not just earnings today. A
railroad that cares about the grain customer as much as
the oil customer.
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What should we do about it? To be perfectly honest,
there are not many alternatives. In my last article I
mentioned the purchase of a 7,000 bushel-per-hour
grain dryer. We are currently working on getting it into
service at our Russell location. Obviously, we need

somewhere to place the dried grain, or we won’t be
using the dryer for long. Consequently, we are also
intending to place two 150’ x 400’ bunkers into service
again at our Russell location. The bunkers should provide
another 1.5 million in capacity and be filled with a Lemar
Industries 15,000-bushel-per-hour conveyor. We will
increase our car counts at Lansford and Kramer, while
Russell fills bunkers.
Why bunkers and not bins? The answer is simple. We
cannot build monuments to the railroading business.
We need time to change the current infrastructure of
the railroad companies that supply grain cars to the
country. Bunker space can cost 50¢ to 80¢ per bushel
while bin or concrete space will run $3.80 – $12.00,
depending on what you place into service. In any case,
the grain has to be marketed in a timely manner when
the markets are asking for grain, not when the railroads
can supply the cars.
Despite railroad problems, we will do everything
possible to move your grain in a timely manner at a
competitive value.
Thank you for your business, and have a safe and
profitable harvest.
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STORAGE
IS KEY

SOIL &

SAFETY

At the time of this writing, the first

day of summer is just around the corner, and all I can
think is déjàvu. In many areas this year’s spring turned
out just like last year’s, with wetter than normal
conditions, if there still is a normal condition. Didn’t we
just go through this?

“

Still, some of the crops seem to look really healthy,
especially the wheat that has started to give the beautiful
green color to area landscapes. Hopefully we’ll see more
crops emerging nicely and be able to see them through all
the way into the grain bins or to the elevators.

Mark Schatz

Dakota Agronomy Partners
Sales Agronomist - Ryder

Greetings from the Ryder crew!

It’s hard to believe that we are already into the latter half
of the year. We had another hectic and challenging spring,
but that is starting to feel like the norm. It is crazy to think
that we were just getting ready to start spring’s work and
now we are already into the fall season.
As we get close to harvest and things start to get busier, I
would like to remind everyone about soil testing. It is
something that seems to be an afterthought, but it is a
very important tool that we can use to help you calculate
how much fertilizer you will need for the coming year.
The fall is the best time to get soil testing done, especially
with the hectic spring seasons we have been experiencing
in the past few years. If you are thinking about soil testing
this fall, please stop into any of the DAP locations with
some maps and we will get your soil tests done as soon as
the fields are harvested.
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Another subject I would like to touch on is anhydrous
ammonia. Safety is always a huge topic of discussion at our
Dakota Agronomy employee meetings. One of the most
important safety concerns, in my opinion, is anhydrous
ammonia nurse tank safety. This past spring, the Ryder
location was inspected by the state for safety and
compliance on our anhydrous ammonia nurse tanks. They
not only checked the tanks that DAP owns, but any of the
tanks that happened to be on-site that were farmer owned.

bin requirements. Early orders would ensure that your
bin arrives to your farm in time so you’ll have adequate
storage when you need it. Also, a reminder that with any
bin purchased through August, your name is entered
into a drawing for a new Meridian GrainMax 3000 bin.
Someone’s going to win so it might as well be you!

There were a couple of tanks that were flagged for minor
infractions, but overall the state told us that we looked
pretty good, and they were satisfied with their visit.
Anhydrous ammonia safety is a serious issue, and the state
is pushing for all the nurse tanks to be in compliance with
all of the safety regulations. This is important not only for
you, the producer, but also for the employees of Dakota
Agronomy and everyone who works or may come in
contact with your nurse tanks. If you have any questions
about safety compliance for your NH3 tanks, or what you
need to do in order to get your tanks up to date with the
latest safety standards, let us know. We can give you the
information that the state uses for inspections.

Speaking of grain bins and elevators, we want to make
sure that you have enough storage on your farms to handle
this year’s harvest. With the rail car situation the way it’s
been, and the production of oil in the area projected to
increase, it’s entirely possible that elevators will be filled to
capacity while waiting for railcars to transport grain out of
the area. Here at Enerbase, we have bins available and will
be here for you to meet any needs you have as far as hopper

Here at Enerbase, we have
bins available and will be here
for you to meet any needs you
have as far as hopper bin
requirements.

“

We also have a great selection of augers in stock,
including 16” x 104’ Farm King augers for those hard to
reach bins that get a little taller every year.
I wish everyone a safe and profitable harvest season.

Warren Boehler
Enerbase
Ag Equipment Sales

As we get to this time of year, and the growing season is
winding down, I would like to say a big thank you to
everyone working here at the Ryder location. All of the
hard work and long hours you put in throughout the
spring and summer growing seasons has been greatly
appreciated.
In ending, I would especially like to thank all of our
patrons for your continued business and the opportunity
to work with you in your farming operation. The year
brings many ups and downs, but hopefully as harvest
progresses and grain comes off the fields, we will be
rewarded with a successful 2014 season. Good luck with
harvest, and be safe!
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Jayme Burkhart

CHS SunPrairie
Marketing & Communications
Coordinator

As you know, CHS SunPrairie has eight locations, serving over 2,000

growers in seven counties. We are extremely proud to be a part of the communities we serve. Each year CHS SunPrairie
is involved in a range of community and educational events that allow our employees to interact with the grower-owners,
as well as tomorrow’s leaders.

SUMMER

SUPPLY
Spring was here and gone and

there was not a big window to get the crop in with it being
so wet, but I think, for the most part, everyone got their
crop in. Then it was the challenge of getting it sprayed,
and now combined. Haying season was here and is
wrapping up slowly. I am fully supplied with MacDon
swather and header parts, along with your Versatile
swather parts, guards, sections, bolts, drapers, etc. I also
carry complete sickle assemblies for MacDon and Versatile
swathers.

For two weeks each March, CHS SunPrairie is part of
CHS’s Harvest For Hunger Campaign. I am excited to
report that our cooperative set a new personal record with
this year’s fundraiser! Our eight locations raised just over
$21,000, which qualified us for a bonus from CHS,
bringing our grand total to just over $32,000! These
funds will go directly to the food pantries and will provide
128,000 meals to families in the communities we serve.
Our employees raised the funds by holding activities such
as chili feeds and silent auctions. Thank you to everyone
who donated and participated in this event!
On a snowy day in April, the fifth grade classes from Velva
came and toured our Minot facility, as well as the Dakota
Agronomy Mega Plant and Seed Plant. It is so fun to see
the kids’ excitement as they go to each facility. Yeah, a lot
of it is simply them being happy to be out of the classroom,
but you can see a true interest in some of their eyes and
can’t help but imagine them being back in ten to fifteen
years as an intern or employee with our company.
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Next on the calendar was the Minot city-wide clean up in
May. This event is organized by the Chamber of Commerce
and is one that CHS SunPrairie has always been a part of.
This year we had three teams that picked up trash along
the three main areas of our locations. One crew cleaned

Valley Street from 13th Street SE up to 27th Street SE.
Another crew cleaned 27th Street from Valley up past
the elevator. The final crew cleaned 13th Street SE
from Valley Street up to the office located just north of
Krolls Diner. Our three crews picked up a total of five
pickup loads of trash!

People ask what we carry for lines of parts. We currently
carry MacDon, Versatile swather, Krause, Bourgault,
Wheatheart/Westfield, Degelman, Farm King, Sakundiak,
Batco, J&M, Fleetguard, along with Bourgault Tillage,
McKay and Dutch tillage products. If you have any questions
on anything, please feel free to call me. If I don’t have the
answer, I will definitely find it for you!

Marlein Aaseth
Enerbase
Parts Manager

I would like to thank all my customers for their continued
patience through the spring/summer season. I continuously
tried my best to help you get the parts needed and back in
the field in a timely manner. I also appreciate the phone
calls that come in with the part numbers handy. That is
a huge help and truly appreciated. It also helps with the
calls so I can have your parts picked, billed out, and
ready for you. I will continue helping any way I can with
your parts needs. There will be times that I will be out
of the office this summer/fall and the salesmen will be
covering for me. Please be patient, and we will make sure
you get your parts.
I hope this finds you a great end to summer, and even
better fall and harvest season.

Along with our community involvement, we also are
fully committed to our local 4-H Clubs and FFA
Chapters. Each year CHS SunPrairie donates funds to
the county 4-H programs in our area. We also proudly
sponsor the 4-H and FFA activities at the North Dakota
State Fair each year.
Lastly, CHS SunPrairie is an annual sponsor of Farm
Rescue. To date Farm Rescue has assisted over 250 farm
families with planting and harvesting, and we are proud
to have helped them achieve such an amazing number in
only seven years.
At CHS SunPrairie we have five core values that we live
by. One of those values is being a responsible steward in
our communities. It is very important to each and every
employee, and I am proud to be part of a cooperative
that not only allows, but also encourages me to be
involved with my community and the future of it.
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MARKET UPDATE

Coming into this spring with last

year’s wet fall had us worried as to what would get planted.
Fortunately, there was an improvement in acres seeded
in the Lansford, Newburg-Russell, and Kramer areas.
Unfortunately, towards Antler and areas north of Highway
5, wet conditions added stress to attempts to get this
year’s crop in. There is a great appreciation from all of us
for all of your strenuous labors in doing what you could to
get this year’s crop seeded.
With the crop in the ground, freight logistics have been
exceedingly critical for moving out old crop stocks. Going
through this spring, car supplies have been running four
months behind on trains and six months behind on single
car orders. We are continuously communicating with
Canadian Pacific (CP) and our grain buyers to work out
logistical shortfalls due to railroad performance issues.
Canadian spring wheat has been slowed for entering into
the US marketplace because of these same logistical
constraints. This has created a greater demand for our
domestic spring wheat.
Hopefully with the CP’s new freight program coming out
this month, there will be a tighter response to our freight
demands. Our expectations have us betting on tardy
freight deliveries. To compensate, we have planned for
additional bunker storage at our Russell facility.
Winter wheat has traded a premium relative to spring
wheat. With a smaller winter wheat crop, mills have had an
increase in demand for lower protein northern spring
wheat. Domestic grinds continue to be strong going into
new crop.
2013/2014 US northern spring wheat exports rose to the
second highest they have been over the past six years.
Ample spring moisture and cooler early summer conditions
have created a recipe for a potentially large crop. Combined

SEEING THINGS
Through

with comfortable carry out stocks, there will be
continued pressure on prices this fall. If a cool, wet
summer materializes, expect protein spreads to widen.
One will want to keep a watch for basis opportunities for
the upcoming marketing year.

“

We look forward to serving
you this harvest season!

“

Our US soybean export program was heavy and the
Chinese continue to increase demand for soybeans. US
carry out stocks will be tight again this year. The
remaining inventory will be needed by the domestic
crush market. New crop planted acres are up five million
from last year. Minnesota and North Dakota production
is expected to increase by 100 million bushels. New crop
export demand for soybeans is expected to be strong
again. Rail logistics will be key in determining local basis
numbers.
The corn planting intentions showed a shift in acreages
from corn to soybeans and wheat. With corn futures
below $4.50, land was taken away from corn production.
New crop corn demand outlook has been weakened with
Korea and Japan buying from Brazil. China is not
expected to import corn either. Freight values to the
Pacific Northwest have made it uncompetitive.
With a June corn crop condition decline of 1% of good to
excellent rating, the 2014 corn crop is still in line for
being the third best corn crop in the past 15 years. The
corn ethanol grind is strong since they are making a
margin, and a positive margin creates a continuous grind.
We look forward to serving you this harvest season!

Joe Kremer

CHS SunPrairie
Agronomy Division Manager

Well, finally

after two years of

building a few top-notch assets in the Bowbells and
Lignite area, we are coming to completion. The addition
of another 60,000-gallon bulk tank to the anhydrous
plant has proven to do what we were hoping it would. It
gave us the capacity to allow transport trucks to keep up
with our demand. Since the addition of the tank, we have
not run out of product in season. Next, we added a very
nice seed and crop protection product warehouse in
Lignite where we have put on numerous meetings through
the winter. I want to thank everyone for their great
participation in these meetings. Additionally, this warehouse
has also given us the capability to store the seed and
products our customers need for the season. When patrons
come in, they can be assured we have what they need to
go to the field. Last of the big build was a mega fertilizer
plant in Bowbells. The plant saved us from potentially the
biggest fertilizer transportation problem since the railroads
were put in. The rest of the country was experiencing
fertilizer outages, but with our massive plant we were able
to have all our needs in-house long before the season

“

started and none of our customers went without
fertilizer, even as fast as the crop went in. It amazed me
every day when we were selling the volume of product
we did. There were times I would think back on the old
facility and would realize that in one day’s time we could
deliver to our customers six times more product than the
old plant could even do at max capacity in a day without
even being that busy; this is a huge asset for our
customers. The capabilities it will provide us in marketing
your fertilizer year round are only starting to scratch the
surface.
On a personal note, I have enjoyed working with the
patrons, employees, and management here at CHS
SunPrairie. I hope I have served you well over the years.
I guess the time has come where I have to say goodbye
to explore another career opportunity with CHS, and
believe me, it is one of the hardest things I have had to
do in my life. Thanks again for supporting me and my
family on our journey through life; we will not forget
any of you.

I have enjoyed working with the patrons, employees,
and management here at CHS SunPrairie.

“

Lonnie Zahn

Souris River Cooperative
Merchandiser

Mike Haberman
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Souris River Cooperative
Merchandiser
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GRILLED PORK CHOPS
1/4 cup honey
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 tablespoon apple cider vinegar
1 teaspoon ground cumin

RECIPE
1/2 teaspoon red pepper flakes
8 (1/2-inch) bone-in pork chops
(about 3 ounces each)
Salt and ground black pepper

Begin by making the marinade. In a small bowl, whisk together the honey, oil, vinegar, cumin, and
red pepper flakes. Easy, right? Sprinkle both sides of the pork chops with salt and pepper and place
in a re-sealable plastic bag with the marinade. Let rest on the counter for 1 hour. That’s easy.
Heat a grill or grill pan over medium heat. Remove the pork chops from the bag and lightly sprinkle
with salt and pepper. Place on the grill and cook until the pork chop releases from the grill, about 4
minutes. Flip and cook on the other side for another 3 minutes. If using a grill pan, be sure to do in
batches so you don’t steam the chops. Don’t worry if you have neither; you can do this in a pan.
See, easy!

Unlock every acre
of your field.

InterLock adjuvant keeps spray deposition on target.
®

Protect your investment with InterLock adjuvant. InterLock adjuvant
improves crop protection performance and efficiency across a broad
spectrum of application conditions, so your investment stays where
it belongs: in your field. To learn more, talk with your retailer or
visit winfield.com
®

®
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WinField is a trademark, and InterLock is a registered trademark of Winfield Solutions, LLC. © 2012 Winfield Solutions, LLC
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WinField is a trademark and CROPLAN is a registered trademark of Winfield Solutions, LLC. © 2012 Winfield Solutions, LLC

SIZZLING SUMMER

If your farm wore gloves,
our seed would fit like one.

We provide you with leading canola traits and
genetics, plus local expertise to help strengthen
your bottom line potential and help reduce risk. Let
us help you discover the right canola seed right now
for right here. Contact your local CROPLAN retailer
®

or visit croplan.com

The
right
seed
for
right
here.

NEW TEAM & NEW SUCCESS

FULL
SPEED AHEAD
Before spring’s work even began

this year, the entire fertilizer community had serious
concerns about performance on producer commitments
due to major delays on rail shipments. The agronomy staff
at Enerbase worked hard with producers to get fertilizer in
position to cover the first half of the season, ensuring our
customers would be covered. The combination of weather
delaying field work and improvements in rail shipments
enabled logistics to fall in line so when the ideal weather
arrived in mid-May… it was full speed ahead!
Adding a third floater to our fleet enabled Enerbase to
cover more acres and complemented our expansion in the
Hazen area as well as serving Underwood, Falkirk,
Washburn, and surrounding communities. With the
addition of a 60,000 gallon anhydrous ammonia tank
located on the new site in Hazen, the crew was able to
keep up with demand. Throughout the year, you will
notice new assets being constructed in the dry fertilizer,
seed, and crop protection warehouses as we transition
over to the new site. This was the first year of operation of
our seed treatment plant in Washburn, which enabled
producers to effectively prepare for the growth in
soybean production.
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The
Curt Abfalter

Enerbase
Washburn Manager

gulf and then be distributed by barge or rail into the
Midwest and Northern Plains. The length of this logistical
chain means that it’s more important than ever to
consult early with our staff and prepare well ahead of
time for spring demand.
You may notice some changes to the monthly account
statements. Keep in mind that you may receive more
than one monthly statement depending on if you had
product booked, prepaid, or are using your Enerbase
card at the convenience store. Please call if you have
questions with the new look, and we also encourage you
to go online at www.enerbase.coop to access your
account information. The information is quickly updated
and our new point of sale system is providing quick and
accurate information to ensure that your account is
up-to-date. We strive to continually improve our
accounting systems and are hopeful that these changes
will continue to enhance our relationship with our patrons.

By the time you read this article, harvest will be underway
around the state. This means it is time to be thinking
about burn-down, fall fertilizer application, and equipment
needs. Please visit with our sales staff about the wide
variety of equipment, including Meridian grain bins, grain
augers by Batco, Sakundiak, Farm King, Wheatheart, and
B & B trailers.

As the southern operations of Enerbase continue to
grow, you will notice some changes around the Washburn
convenience store as improvements and expansion are in
the works. These upgrades include expanding our
agronomy offices and building an additional leg on the
fertilizer plant. We are also updating our bulk fuel and
propane equipment and want to remind everyone to
keep in contact on fuel/propane pricing and contracting
to avoid any disruptions. The price spike that occurred
in propane last year is an example of how volatile the
energy markets are and heightens the benefits of
contracting.

It is important to arrange for early soil testing and prepare
for crop nutrient needs since in today’s world, fertilizer
logistics require a long lead time. Next spring may seem
like a long ways off, but it takes at least 77 days for product
to move by vessel from the Middle East through the center

Please remember to adhere to safety practices as we roll
into harvest, and don’t hesitate to call upon us with your
questions and needs. We truly thank all of our patrons
for their business and support as Enerbase continues to
grow to meet your needs.

landscape

this

summer

definitely has a planted crop on it, for a change. The rains
managed to stay away long enough and give us enough
breaks to get a majority of the 2014 crop in the ground.
Although we had some delays in certain areas and put in
some extremely long days, we are happy with the results.
The fast and furious pace throughout May put the
equipment and the staff to the test, and the nice crop we
see coming is a welcome change to past years.
Soybeans proved to be the crop of the year for many
growers, and the rotational value of this crop will benefit
fields into the next growing season. Soybeans look to be
a crop that will stay in the rotation and a crop that Dakota
Agronomy Partners plans to invest more into in the
coming years. Service in the form of delivery and education
on agronomics are the keys to this crop and we are
dedicated to offering the best of those services from top to
bottom. Genetics continue to improve, and we are always
looking for ways to improve yield and performance.
Our custom app business saw a huge increase from
spreading to spraying. Because of the late start of the
planting season, the kickoff of spreading was delayed and
pushed into our crop protection application time further
than normal. However, we were fortunate to have some
good days with little to no wind and catch up quickly on
our winter wheat herbicide spraying. The custom

application team at Dakota Agronomy really pushed
hard this spring, and we were able to cover a lot of acres
in a condensed amount of time.
Spring wheat made a late increase in acres due to the
winter wheat that unfortunately had winter kill. Soybeans
also got planted on some of those acres as well. We will
have some good acres of new varieties on the spring
wheat side to look at in 2014, as we have some new
companies releasing good genetics from a small grains
standpoint.
We were able to get some nice research plots in this year
at a few of our locations, and we will be having some
tour dates in the fall for our growers to start making
some decisions for next season. Please keep an eye out
for those invites, and don’t be afraid to swing in and
look at those plots if you are passing by.
As we look to a successful harvest, our newly-formed
Dakota Agronomy Partners team would like to thank all
of our patrons for showing support and patience this
past season. It was one of the busiest on record for us
and we will continue to grow with the demand for the
products and services we offer. Our success is not possible
without your support, and we appreciate every bit of it.
From your agronomy team, please have a safe harvest.

Dan Sem

Dakota Agronomy Partners
Agronomy Sales Manager
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WHAT’S BEHIND YOUR SUNFLOWERS?
Go behind the scenes and you’ll discover our hybrids are developed to
deliver greater yield and oil content. We bring advanced technologies
to your farm and offer hybrids that fit multiple market opportunities
for higher premiums. Look around and you’ll find proven performance
backed with the on-farm support of people who know sunflowers.
From this perspective, the potential for profit never looked better.

Great new reasons
to grow more
It’s a fact that InVigor canola hybrids
consistently yield higher than other hybrids.
Pushing the limits of hybrid technology, Bayer
CropScience now brings you more canola
hybrids that meet a range of needs.

Go behind the scenes at Mycogen.com/Sunflowers.

For complete information, go to
bayercropscience.us

Bayer CropScience LP, 2 TW Alexander Drive, Research Triangle
Park, NC 27709. Always read and follow label instructions. Bayer, the
Bayer Cross and InVigor are registered trademarks of Bayer. InVigor
is not registered in all states. For additional product information call
toll-free 1-866-99-BAYER (1-866-992-2937) or visit our website at
www.bayercropscience.us.
CR0913INVIGOA072V00R0

Call for information on
your grain drying needs.

Find an agent near you by calling:

1-866-639-1261
®

Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow
©2013 Mycogen Seeds. Mycogen Seeds is an affiliate of Dow AgroSciences LLC.
S38-702-010 (07/13) BR 010-13449 MYCOSUNF3056

Proudly serving the Minot, Berthold,
Turtle Lake and Fargo areas!

Minot – Velva
701-852-0406
800-472-2141
www.verendrye.com

Joe Berg

MY START WITH
CHS SUNPRAIRIE & DAKOTA
AGRONOMY PARTNERS
Dakota Agronomy Partners
Location Manager/
Agronomist

My

agriculture career started

back when I was in middle school working on my uncle’s
farm. Before I get into that, let me introduce myself. My
name is Joe Berg, and I am the new Location Manager/
Agronomist for Dakota Agronomy Partners at the Souris,
ND location. I took an interest in agriculture when I
started working at the Bow & Arrow Farm and Ranch in
southwest North Dakota, learning the farming aspect of
the agriculture industry. That carried into high school,
where I was really involved in the Minot FFA Chapter.
There I began to dive in deeper into the diversity of the
agriculture industry. While taking multiple agriculture
courses throughout my high school career, the agriculture
internship class was one of the most important. It
encouraged students to explore all of the different
opportunities available within the industry. Through this
class, I was partnered with CHS and kicked off the start of
my career.
My start with CHS came as an internship with the CHS
SunPrairie seed plant in Minot, ND. Here I learned about
and began to work in the seed area, getting to know all the
genetics from each company along with seed treatments
and seeding rates. I also was able to go on sales calls with
Dan Sem, the Seed Sales Manager at the time. Going on
sales calls helped me start to evolve and begin to obtain
the skills to become a seed salesman. After my first year as
an intern I knew a career in agriculture was the right thing
for me, so I attended North Dakota State College of
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Science. There I graduated with a degree in Agriculture
with an emphasis in Crop Production Sales/Technology.
I continued interning with CHS for two more years
throughout college. After my third year of interning at
the seed plant, housing was really tight in Minot. I
wanted to spread my wings, so I accepted an Agronomist
position in New Salem, ND where I worked for two
years as an Agronomist/Salesman. There I experienced
my first big taste of the crop protection and crop nutrient
sides of an Agronomist’s job.

“

I look forward to growing
with Dakota Agronomy Partners
and hope to have a long
lasting career.

“

With all those experiences wrapped up, I am now the
Location Manager/Agronomist at Dakota Agronomy
Partner’s Souris location. My goal from the beginning
was always to become an Agronomist and also manage a
location. With hard work I have achieved that. CHS has
been very supportive of me in my career and has given
me countless opportunities. I keep setting new goals for
my career, and CHS has supported those goals and
allowed me to achieve them. I am truly blessed to work
for such a great company today, and to have had such
amazing CHS coworkers in the past. I look forward to
growing with Dakota Agronomy Partners and hope to
have a long lasting career

TOP OF
THE LINE
MANAGEMENT
I joined Enerbase on March 31, 2014
as the manager of the new Enerbase Travel Plaza set to
open late this summer on HWY 83 North. I bring over 25
years of Convenience Store industry experience to
Enerbase.

I spent 20 years with Superpumper Inc., most of which
was in management. I left there as a District Manager
overseeing the operation of the 15-store chain. I worked
for six years with Wholesale Foods and Convenience in
Minot as Vice President of Procurement and Marketing.
I am very excited for this opportunity to manage this new
state-of-the-art truck plaza, there has really been a lot of
thought that has went into making this plaza top of the
line in North Dakota.
The Travel Plaza will have all the amenities to serve
everyone. We’ve implemented a Quick Serve Restaurant
concept serving Champs Chicken, Hot Stuff Pizza, subs,
Mexican food, fresh salads, and Northern Brew Gourmet
Coffee, which are all served through our convenient drive
through window. These amenities, the truck stop and
convenience products will make this location a huge
addition to North Minot.
I am currently working at the office in Minot, getting
vendors lined up, contracts signed, hiring staff, and getting
them trained throughout the Minot locations so we are
ready to go when the time comes.

Scott Abernathey

Enerbase
Travel Plaza Manager
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NUTRITION TALK
A whole year has gone by since

I became CHS SunPrairie’s Nutrition Consultant through
CHS Nutrition. I’ve learned a lot in the past year and
continue to learn more and more every day. It has been a
great pleasure getting to work with all of you, our
customers, and getting to know your operations.
As we close in on fall, there are a couple of things I would
like you to start thinking about. First of all, let’s talk fall
mineral! The key to an easy wintering cow is to have her in
great condition going into it. This not only means body
condition score, but also nutritionally. It’s important to
keep your cows on a year-round mineral program to
ensure there isn’t a lack of essential vitamins and minerals
at any stage of production. Payback’s Ultramin line
provides a consistent product that contains chelated iodine
and copper chloride. This improves the availability of
iodine and copper to the animal. Ultramin 12-12 is a great
choice for fall mineral.

Jeremy Burkhart
CHS SunPrairie
Grain Division Manager

I

hope everyone had a great

summer and that we have decent harvest weather. We are
going to see challenges again with railroad performance
throughout this year just like we saw last year. As I write
this, we at CHS SunPrairie are 2,000 cars behind, and
reports are that the Canadian Pacific is around 37,000 cars
behind. The CP is coming out with a new freight program
in August, and we are not yet sure what that program will
look like. Meetings and presentations with industry leaders
have indicated that CP rail performance is not due to improve
any time in the near future. This means that we could see slow
railcar placements into and throughout harvest, giving us
plenty of fresh challenges for making space for new crop grain.
Additionally, because of poor railroad performance, we will
not be rushing to pile grain. As you are all well aware, grain
does not have a long shelf life when it is subject to the elements
in a pile. If we do not have consistent freight coming, we will
not pile grain that cannot get shipped in a timely manner. We
are going to do everything we can to try and accommodate
everyone at harvest. Please call with any questions.
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Enough about the railroad, we are excited to inform you that
we are working on starting an on-farm grain marketing

program. The on-farm procurement merchandiser will
work with you to set break-even prices, profit goals
per acre, and help you develop a grain marketing
program custom to your farm’s needs. Helping us
with our new endeavor is an online program called
Geo Grain that will also help you manage your
contracts and calculate your farm’s profitability based
on not only grain sales, but your LDP payments,
insurance payments, and futures positions. We hope
you are as excited about this new addition to our
grain marketing services as we are. If you are
interested in signing up, please contact Lance, Kayla,
or myself.

Next, I want to discuss forage sampling. This is a key
component to building a successful ration for winter
feeding. Whether you have new hay still in the field or the
remains of last year’s silage pile, it should get sampled. My
cordless drill and I are happy to work in the field or in the
hay yard. Whatever works best for you, the producer. After
the results come back, we can better decide what kind of
supplementation will work best for your operation to
optimize production.

Evie Woodall

CHS SunPrairie
Nutrition Consultant

“

It has been a great pleasure
getting to work with all of you,
our customers, and getting to
know your operations.

“

One of the most stressful times of production will be
coming up soon. Weaning stress can have lasting effects
on calves and their ability to grow to their potential.
There are a couple of products that can make that
transition a bit easier on everyone. StressLic and its
complex trace minerals are a perfect choice. Head Start
is a pelleted complete feed that will make the transition
to full diet easier on weaned calves.
CHS SunPrairie’s Feed Team is dedicated to serving our
customers and look forward to continuing to do business
with you. Feel free to give Ritch or myself a call with any
questions you may have. Thank you for your continued
support.

Also, this past spring we hired Wendy Eggert to assist
us in grain marketing. She will be taking on some of
the behind the scenes duties in our department that
will give us more time to spend providing quality
service to our growers. Please help us in welcoming
Wendy to the team.
Thank you for your continued business, and I hope the
railroad is not as bad as everyone is anticipating.
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IS ALMOST 100
YEARS OLD!
HELP CHS SUNPRAIRIE CELEBRATE
THEIR 100TH BIRTHDAY IN 2015 WITH
OLD PHOTOS.
Bring any old pictures you
have to Jayme Burkhart at the
CHS SunPrairie office.

Minot
Minot
852-1265
852-1265
Bottineau
Bottineau
228-3731
228-3731
Carrington
Carrington
652-2836
652-2836
Rugby
Rugby
776-5863
776-5863

ARE YOU PROTECTING YOUR
NITROGEN INVESTMENT?

Williston
Williston
774-0055
774-0055

RATES AS LOW AS
RATES AS LOW AS

2.80%
2.80%

FOR REAL ESTATE
FOR REAL ESTATE

3.75%
3.75%

FOR OPERATING
FOR
ANDOPERATING
MACHINERY
AND MACHINERY

Bowbells
Bowbells
Crop
Insurance
Crop
Insurance
377-3703
377-3703

Just applying nitrogen doesn’t guarantee it’ll still be there when
corn needs it. N-Serve® nitrogen stabilizer keeps more nitrogen
available during key corn growth stages — improving standability
and optimizing yield potential. Know nitrogen will be there when
it’s needed. Learn more at NitrogenStabilizers.com.
Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow
Do not fall-apply anhydrous ammonia south of Highway 16 in the state of Illinois. Always read and follow label directions.
©2014 Dow AgroSciences LLC
M38-011-010 (6/14) DAS 010-43200

®

Schaan
CropSchaan
Insurance
Crop
Insurance
776-6353
776-6353
Ward County
WardInsurance
County
Crop
Crop
Insurance
852-5432
852-5432

LOANS
LOANS
LEASES
LEASES
APPRAISALS
APPRAISALS

HAIL INSURANCE
HAIL INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE
MULTI-PERIL CROP
MULTI-PERIL
INSURANCE CROP
INSURANCE
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